In recent years, the fundamental physics of spin-thermal (i.e., magnon-phonon) interaction has attracted significant experimental and theoretical interests given its potential paradigm-shifting impacts in areas like spin-thermoelectrics, spin-caloritronics and spintronics. Modelling studies of the transport of magnons and phonons in magnetic crystals are very rare. In this paper, we use spin-lattice dynamics (SLD) simulations to model ferromagnetic crystalline iron, where the spin and lattice systems are coupled through the atomic position-dependent exchange function, and thus the interaction between magnon and phonon is naturally considered. We then present a method combining SLD simulations with spectral energy analysis to calculate the magnon and phonon harmonic (e.g., dispersion, specific heat, group velocity) and anharmonic (e.g., scattering rate) properties, based on which their thermal conductivity values are calculated. This work represents an example of using SLD simulations to understand the transport properties involving coupled magnon and phonon dynamics.
= are the Landau expansion terms, 46, 47, 48 describing how energy varies as a function of magnitude of spin. It is noted that due to the time reversal symmetry, the order of all spins has to be even. 49 The Landau expansion terms are usually not considered in SLD simulations due to the higher order nature. 32, 35, 37, 43 However, it may be found necessary for some systems to correctly reproduce certain magnetic properties, such as the distribution of the magnitudes of magnetic moments. 38 The equations of motion for the spin and lattice degrees of freedom can be derived from the above Hamiltonian: 
where -= − 
here % and " U are the electron-spin and electron-lattice damping parameters, respectively, assuming the fluctuation and dissipation are conducted by electrons. -and -are Gaussian random variables and its Cartesian components have means of 0 and variance determined according to the electron temperature and damping parameters:
where and denote x, y, and z.
In this simulation, we follow Ref. Ref. [ 39 ] . The interatomic potential used is the embedded atom method (EAM) potential. 50 The simulations are carried out using an in-house code. The simulation temperature is set to be 300 K, and periodic boundary conditions are applied to all directions. The time step is set to 1 fs.
III. Dispersion Relations
We first calculate the dispersion relations of phonons and magnons by solving their respective dynamical equations. 28, 51 For phonons, the harmonic interatomic force constants needed to construct the dynamical matrices are obtained from a set of force-displacement data obtained by systematically displacing atoms by a small amount from their equilibrium positions and calculating the resultant forces on atoms. The calculated phonon dispersion is shown in Fig. 1a as solid lines. This dispersion agrees well with experimental data in Ref. [ 52 ] .
For magnon dispersion, we solve the dynamical equation for the spin system:
where k is the wavevector. This equation is solved analytically, e.g., along the reciprocal [001] direction, the dispersion relation is:
where J1 and J2 are the magnetic exchange functions with the first and second nearest neighbors, respectively, and a is the lattice constant. In the long wavelength limit, ka<<1, we 
IV. Specific Heat Capacity and Group Velocity
Since both phonon and magnon are Bosons, we calculate the specific heat capacity based on the Bose-Einstein distribution. The calculated modal specific heat at 300 K is shown in Fig.   2a (blue line). As can be seen, specific heat drops very fast as frequency increases, and modes beyond 60 THz does not carry much energy at 300 K. Since the maximum phonon frequency in our study is ~ 9.7 THz, specific heat of phonon modes is always above 1000 kJ/m 3 K. This is not the case for magnons since their frequencies range up to ~105 THz, and magnons with frequencies lower than 20 THz contribute more than half of the total heat capacity at 300 K (inset in Fig. 2a ). Due to the large difference in DOS ( Fig. 1) and that high frequency modes do not contribute much to heat capacity, the cumulative specific heat (Fig. 2a ) of magnon (~40 kJ/m 3 K) is about two orders of magnitude smaller than that of phonon (~3300 kJ/m 3 K). 8 The group velocities of magnons and phonons can be calculated by taking the gradients of the dispersion. In Fig. 2b , we plot the group velocities of phonons and magnons as a function of frequency. As both phonon and magnon share the save crystal structure and have the same wave vectors, the large difference between phonon and magnon group velocities is directly from the difference in frequencies. It is understandable that the group velocities of magnons are about 10-20 times greater than those of phonons due to the one order of magnitude difference in their peak frequencies (Fig. 1) .
IV. Phonon and Magnon Lifetimes from Spectral Density Analysis
Lifetime is another important parameter that determines the transport of quasi-particles.
Phonon lifetimes can be computed from the SED analysis using MD data, 56 which has been used to study the lifetime of phonons for different materials. 
where n x,y,z represents different unit cells, and R(n x,y,z ) represents the vector of displacement between unit cell n x,y,z and the basis unit cell. , can be fitted by a linear superposition of Lorentzian functions, where the peaks are phonon frequencies and the inverse of the linewidth is the phonon lifetime. Figure 3a shows sample SED peaks of phonons and an example Lorentzian fit. The phonon frequencies obtained from the SED analysis are shown in Fig. 1a as blue stars. As can be seen, the frequencies agree very well with the dispersion calculated from the dynamical equations, especially at low frequencies. High frequency phonon modes are compressed, which may be attributed to the phonon-magnon interaction in the SLD simulations. However, since these phonons have smaller group velocities and heat capacity compared to those of low frequency modes, the small discrepancy in the high frequency region will not impact the overall transport of phonons.
For magnons, a similar route is taken. We can decompose a magnon mode into the steady (ST) and transient (T) parts:
where 
Here v is polarization (note: there is only one polarization for BCC iron magnon), and C i are constants, and Γ is the half-width at half-maximum of the SED peak corresponding to a magnon mode. Similar to phonons, we formulate the spectral energy for magnons: It can be shown that , is the spin energy of a magnon with wavevector k and frequency . Similar to the proof of phonon SED, 56 we can show that + , can be expressed as the superposition of Lorentzian functions:
where " is the frequency at the peak center, I v is the peak magnitude. The magnon lifetime can be calculated as = 1 2Γ . Figure 3b shows sample magnon SED peaks. The frequencies extracted from the peaks are plotted in Fig. 1b as red circles. It is seen that the SED calculated frequencies agree almost perfectly with those calculated analytically from the dynamical equation. There is slight over-estimation of the SED frequencies compared to the ones from the dynamical equation at high frequencies. We have found that this is related to the high order Landau terms, -+ + -; + -= , because when we performed SED analysis of SLD simulations without such terms, the dispersion curve at the high frequency region showed lower frequencies than those of the analytical dispersion. Again, such small discrepancy will not influence the description of the overall energy transport by magnons since the high frequency modes have small velocities and are not even excited at 300 K (Fig.   2a) . As a result, the SED analysis of a SLD simulation trajectory provides an alternative way to calculate the magnon dispersion relation, which is commonly obtained from the dynamical equations at the ground state or dynamical structure factor measured in neutron scattering experiments. 33, 58, 59 From the linewidth, we also calculate the lifetimes of magnons. As shown in Fig. 3c , our calculated lifetimes are on the right order of magnitude compared to the only available first-principles calculations, 60 although our currently used SLD Hamiltonian was not initially designed to predict this quantity. In Fig. 3c , lifetimes of magnons and phonons have the same decreasing trends as frequency increases. It is found that the lifetimes of magnons follow a relation of $2 . In the meantime, the phonon lifetimes are more spread in trend and seem to possess a scaling between $2 and $+ . Such a trend of phonon lifetimes is similar to that found in other crystals such as half-Heusler.
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V. Thermal Energy Transport by Phonon and Magnon
With the specific heat, group velocity and lifetime obtained from above, we can further calculate the thermal conductivity, , of phonons and magnons according to the kinetic theory, = If we take such a factor into account, the thermal conductivity will reduce from 15.2 W/mK to ~6.8 W/mK. Our calculated lifetimes (Fig. 3c ) are also ~ 2 times larger than first-principles calculations. 60 However, even further considering this factor in addition to the group velocity factor, the thermal conductivity will be ~3.4 W/mK, which is still on the same order of magnitude as that of phonon. Adding this magnon thermal conductivity to those from phonon and electron, the total value would be ~81.1 W/mK, which is about 5% higher than reference value of 77.3 W/mK. We deem such agreement to be reasonable, especially considering defect scatterings of phonons and magnons in real samples. The defect scattering of magnons was shown to scale with the 4 th power of the wavevector and be proportional to the defect density, 62 but there is no way to know the defect concentrations in the experimental samples. Of course, more accurate models that can precisely predict the dispersions and lifetimes of both phonons and magnons are desirable for future studies.
VI. Conclusions
In summary, we use SLD simulations to model ferromagnetic crystalline iron, where the spin and lattice systems are coupled through the atomic position-dependent exchange function. 
